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Playing

SLOTS

CURRENCY
Our slot machines operate with Canadian currency. U.S.
currency can be easily exchanged by our friendly slot staff,
ticket redemption kiosks, or cage cashier.

TICKET IN/TICKET OUT
Niagara Casinos’ slot machines operate on a Ticket in/Ticket
out system. A ticket is issued for any unplayed credits and
can be redeemed at any Niagara Casinos’ Ticket Redemption
Kiosk or Cashiering area.

WHAT IS A RESIDUAL TICKET?
If you place a slot ticket into a “Bill/Ticket Acceptor” and
immediately a ticket is presented to you at the “Collect Ticket”
location on the game, you have just received a “Residual
Ticket”. A “Residual Ticket” is printed when you move from one
denomination to another and the current game is not capable
of accepting the full amount on your ticket.

Example: You play a $0.25 game and cashed out a slot
ticket totaling $32.50. If you insert the ticket into a $1.00
denomination game, the game will immediately print out a
“Residual Ticket” for $0.50 and will apply $32.00 as credits
for you to play. The “Residual Ticket” can be inserted into
a $0.01 - $0.50 game or cashed out in one of our Ticket
Redemption machines.

Remember: A ticket that is not accepted by the game for
any reason will always be returned to you at the “Bill/Ticket
Acceptor” where it was originally placed. A “Residual Ticket”
will always print at the “Collect Ticket” location on the game.

SLOT MACHINES
With over 4,300 slots and video poker machines at Fallsview
Casino Resort and Casino Niagara, in denominations ranging
from 1 ¢ to $100, we’ve got countless ways to win for every
level of player. Try your luck on reel, video reel and video
poker machines, or take a shot on the progressives – the
action is non-stop!

HOW SLOT MACHINES PAY OUT
There are three basic pay tables. Understanding these pay
tables is key to ensuring you receive the maximum awards
and jackpots!
Multiplier – All combinations on the pay table pay out
multiplied by the number of coins/tokens played. If a
combination worth 100 tokens comes up and you have
played only a single token, you would win 100 tokens, if you
played three tokens, multiply 100 x 3 for a 300 token win.
These machines are offered with multipliers of up to five.
Buy A Pay – Buy a Pay machines have separate pay tables.
If you play one coin, the machine will pay out only on
combinations listed in the column titled 1st Coin. If you play
two coins, the machine will pay out only on the combinations
on the 1st and 2nd pay table, and so on.
Buy A Line – Many slots have only one pay line. The pay line is
always indicated on the face of the reel window. A Buy a Line
slot machine has more than one pay line; in fact, it can have
five or more. The number of tokens played determines the
number of pay lines you are playing. Playing the maximum
bet ensures you win on any winning combination spun on
any pay line.

PROGRESSIVE SLOT MACHINES
A progressive slot machine can either be a bank of slot
machines electronically connected or a stand alone
machine. As the machines are played, a portion of every bet
is attributed to the jackpot, helping it build. Jackpots come
in all denominations and vary based on the amount of play
and the number of machines played.
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VIDEO SLOT & POKER MACHINES
We offer video slot and poker machines, including such
favourites as, Video Keno, Deuces Wild, and more. Video
Slot Machines can feature multiple themes and use touch
screen technology. Underneath the screen are all of the
function buttons. Pressing the menu button will display a
list of all the games available. Simply touch the screen to
select the game you wish to play. Once you have selected a
game, you can obtain a list of payouts by pushing the ‘See
Pays’ button again.
Many slot machines also feature a help button that can be
accessed at anytime. The help screens will assist you in
understanding the game and its rules.

KNOW YOUR WAY AROUND
A SLOT MACHINE
Momentum Card Readers – Insert your Momentum card
into the reader to receive credit for your entire slot play
(the reader must say “accepted”).

Bill Validator – Insert tickets or bills as indicated on the
validator and the machine will issue the appropriate number
of credits for the denomination inserted. Most slot machines
take Canadian bills up to $100.
Cash/Credit Button – Use this button to cash out any credits
on the machine. This includes credits from any winnings or
from inserting a bill or ticket into the validator.

Bet One Button – This button can be used when you have
credits showing on the slot machine. Push it once to bet one
credit, twice to bet two credits, and so on.
Bet Max – Use this button when you have credits showing
and want to automatically bet the maximum bet on the
slot machine.
Spin Button/Handle – Use either of these to initiate the game.

Change – If you require change or assistance from a slot
attendant, push this button. It will light the candle on the
top of the slot machine, indicating to a slot attendant that
assistance is required.
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Discover
EXCITING

GAMES

Baccarat
Blackjack
Casino War
Craps
Pai Gow Poker
Pai Gow Tiles
Poker
Roulette
Sic Bo
Slots
Spanish 21

NIAGARA FALLS ~ CANADA

Must be 19 years of age or older to enter the casinos.
Individuals who have voluntarily excluded themselves from Ontario gaming sites
and who have not been reinstated are not permitted to enter the casinos.

